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This game tells the story of a little girl named Sofi who is coming to terms with the death of her grandmother. Sofi constantly
walks forward through levels of her dreams and you have to place objects in front of her to make sure she gets to the end of
each dream level safely. Along the way you need to collect fireflies by shaping her path towards them. Each level will take
multple tries to cover all the possible paths to collect all the fireflies, but it's very rewarding to get every last elusive firefly as
they will reveal additional levels. This is such a simple game, but it's very nicely designed and quite addictive once you get the
hang of it.. Great game! 2/5. One of the games that really make fun with 8 people on couch-coop!. this game is
ugly♥♥♥♥♥♥I'd rather play with♥♥♥♥♥♥than this. very nice and funny game
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D I S L I K E. 1. Download game.
2. Registrate...why?
3. Enter custom match
4. Put bomb
5. Die cause of it
Will play again 10/10. Even though I only have 8 hours in it, the fact that the game at it's current state has approx. 40 minutes of
gameplay in it makes that 8 hours a pretty convincing evidence of how addicting and fun this game is. It's just the best of what
you'd expect from a mini golf game, nothing more, but oh boy is that enough for me.. one of the best games i have played.very
retro and arcadey.pls buy it.it is very worth it.. Hordes and hordes of enemies doesnt necessarily mean its fun. Theres really no
purpose to this game. The bosses are pretty jank, and the art style has way too many saturated colors. Definitely a game to avoid.
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